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as for my social media skills, i think for now its hard to say which ones are my strengths and
weaknesses. i think the basic skills of posting, commenting, tagging, etc. are pretty much the same
regardless of platforms. it always takes time to build a social media presence, and it takes time to
become a complete marketer (which is the best type of marketer, for a change.) but, i think my main
weakness is time management and people skills. i spend too much time doing other things like
hanging with friends, messing around on facebook, watching really bad movies, etc. i should find a
way to eliminate as much time as possible, but at the same time i dont want to get too busy. day in
and day out life can challenge the best of us. we get caught up in the monotony, the drudgery, we
lose sight of what’s important, we get caught up in daily life. the everyday things. in a culture where
we focus more on the new, the faster, and the shinier, it’s easy to lose sight of the life-long priorities
which should constitute the true essence of our existence. take a closer look at a sunrise or sunset
and you’ll understand what i mean. just as we have to work at maintaining our ability to be creative
during the day, we have to work at maintaining our sense of spirituality throughout the day as well.
many people with ongoing stress find it helpful to use the afternoon or evening to practice
meditation, self-reflection, or yoga. although its usually best to reserve these types of activities for
after work, you can still try to make the time on the job a time for reflection and rejuvenation. try
meditating during your lunch break or before going home to relax before bed.
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quotes are used in facebook status to make friends feel good. if you are bored with your status and
do not feel like writing something for the updates, you can just write a quote on it. but make sure

that the quote is not too long and that it does not exceed the maximum length of the status update.
its important to include the quote in the content of the status so that the status doesn't get deleted.
fun quotes are used in facebook status to make friends laugh. sometimes, it is used to show that you

were not really bored. in most of the cases, it is used to make the friends laugh and make them
remember you as a funny person. but there are people who use it to make their friends cry. you can
use fun quotes in your status, because they are very easy to use. quotes are used in facebook status
to make friends laugh. sometimes, it is used to show that you were not really bored. in most of the
cases, it is used to make the friends laugh and make them remember you as a funny person. but

there are people who use it to make their friends cry. you can use fun quotes in your status, because
they are very easy to use. if you want to tell your friends that you miss them, or that you want to go
out and have fun with them, you should use a funny status. quotes are a great way to make friends

laugh and you can really say a lot in a simple status update. its a great way to show your funny side.
you can use a quote on any status update you make on your facebook page. quotes are a great way
to make friends laugh and you can really say a lot in a simple status update. its a great way to show

your funny side. you can use a quote on any status update you make on your facebook page.
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